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License to Use 
Dr. Bluestein’s Handouts
Dr. Jane Bluestein is providing access to these handouts to provide support for her 
presentation at the National Youth At Risk Conference in Savannah, GA in March, 
2015. You are welcome to use this information in any way that it will be useful to 
you, your staff or colleagues, or the parents of your students.
Please note the following:
s 4HESE MATERIALS WERE DESIGNED TO SUPORT AN ELECTRONIC PRESENTATION 
(PowerPoint or Keynote) used in Dr. Bluestein’s appearance at this event. 
s 4HIS MATERIAL HAS BEEN PROVIDED FOR YOUR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL USE AS 
additional information regarding the material presented. You are free to use 
these materials as a resource in your professional development or a course of 
study, or to share these materials with other members of your school staff or 
organization, including parents. 
s 4HE ENCLOSED MATERIAL IS COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 9OU ARE WELCOME TO SHARE 
anything in this package in any form so long as you attribute its source. It’s 
very bad karma—and just plain tacky—to remove the copyright notice, alter 
the material, or use it without attribution! It’s also an illegal violation of 
copyright protection. Please respect the origins of this material and the win-
win spirit in which this sharing is offered.
s 9OU ARE WELCOME TO QUOTE MATERIAL FROM THESE PAGES INCLUDING IN COMMERCIAL 
ventures, as long as they are attributed properly. Please note the original source 
of the book if the page includes an excerpt notice on the page (the book or 
resource in which the material originally or currently appears). Not all pages 
had room to identify the original source, so you might want to contact Dr. 
Bluestein for this information, especially for use in a commercial resource to be 
published or sold.
s )F YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT ANYTHING ON THIS PAGE OR IN THESE MATEIALS 
contact Dr. Bluestein at Instructional Support Services, 1709 Father Sky Ct 
.% !LBUQUERQUE .-    
 FAX	  CELL OR TEXT	 OR BY EMAIL AT JANE JANEBLUESTEIN
com. 
4HANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION AND FOR SPREADING THE WORD
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The “Ideal” Student
Traditional classrooms tend to favor students with the following characteristics or strengths:
s  $OMINANCE PROFILE ,EFTBRAIN DOMINANT FULL SENSORY ACCESS DOMINANT RIGHT HAND EYE EAR AND 
LEG SEE FIGURE BELOW LEFT	 .OTE 3TUDENTS WHO ARE RIGHTBRAIN DOMINANT FULL SENSORY LIMITED 
ALL FUNCTIONS RIGHTDOMINANT AS IN FIGURE BELOW RIGHT	 MAY BE AT THE GREATEST DISADVANTAGE
s   3TRONG IN LINGUISTIC AND LOGICALMATHEMATICAL INTELLIGENCES
s   !CADEMICALLY ON GRADE LEVEL NOT TOO FAR AHEAD OR BEHIND	
s   ,EARNING 0REFERENCES
   
   0REFERS WORKING IN A QUIET ENVIRONMENT
   
   "EST TIME OF DAY %ARLY MORNING AFTERNOON
   
   3OCIAL 0REFERS WORKING QUIETLY ALONE OR IN A GROUP LIMITED NEED FOR INTERACTION	
   
   #AN HANDLE HIGHLYSTRUCTURED ENVIRONMENT SEATED IN CHAIRS SITTING UP STRAIGHT NOT    
ROCKING OR FIDGETING	
   
   ,IMITED INTAKE NEEDS WHILE WORKING FOOD DRINK GUM SNACK	
   
   ,OW MOBILITY NEEDS
s  -ODALITY 3TRENGTHS (IGH AUDITORY HIGH VISUAL LOW KINESTHETIC
s  (IGH VERBAL SKILLS ABILITY TO RESPOND IMMEDIATELY WHEN CALLED ON LOW NEED FOR TIME TO PROCESS 
QUIETLY INTERNALLY BEFORE RESPONDING	
s   !TTENDING BEHAVIORS %YE CONTACT LITTLE TALKING OR MOVEMENT NOTETAKING /+ PARTICULARLY IN 
LINEAR TRADITIONAL FORM	
s  4EMPERAMENT TRAITS
   
   (IGH IN ADAPTABILITY PERSISTENCE REGULARITY
  *  ,OW IN DISTRACTIBILITY INTENSITY SENSORY AWARENESS SENSITIVITY TO SOUND LIGHT SMELL OR TOUCH	
   
 ,OW TO MODERATE IN ACTIVITYENERGY LEVELS
s   0ERSONALITY 4RAITS #ONCRETE THINKING LOGICAL RATIONAL ORGANIZED PROMPT ABLE TO FOLLOW RULES 
and procedures.
s  3TUDIES SHOW OTHER FACTORS GENDER CULTURE SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS APPEARANCE POPULARITY 
MEMBERSHIP IN HIGHLYVALUED GROUPS OR TEAMS FOR EXAMPLE	 TO BE RELEVANT IN CERTAIN INSTANCES  
Ways to reach more students:
s  "UILD ON STUDENT STRENGTHS TEACH TO A VARIETY OF INTELLIGENCES AND ABILITIES
s  2ESPECT DIFFERENT TYPES OF THINKING PROCESSES DIFFERENT WAYS OF ATTENDING TAKING IN INFORMA
TION	 EXPLAINING AND EXPERIENCING THE WORLD 4HINK BEYOND UNIFORMITY YOUR OWN STYLE	
s  !LLOW STUDENTS TO LEARN OR DEMONSTRATE KNOWLEDGE IN WAYS THAT ARE NATURAL FOR THEM 
s  0ROVIDE A COMFORTABLE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT LIGHT HEAT SEATING ETC	
s  !LLOW FOR MOVEMENT STRETCHING CHEWING WALKING ETC	 TALKING AND SOCIAL INTERACTION
s  5SE A VARIETY OF INSTRUCTIONAL AND ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES INTEGRATING CURRICULAR AREAS
s  -INIMIZE OR ELIMINATE FEARBASED INTERACTION INSTRUCTIONAL AND DISCIPLINE STRATEGIES
&ULL 3ENSORY ,IMITED
Gestalt Dominant
Full Sensory Access
,OGIC $OMINANT
 
“Nearly all the ‘dropouts’ of society 
have learning styles different from their 
SCHOOLS MAIN TEACHING STYLEv 
Gordon Dryden
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-ULTIPLE )NTELLIGENCES
Many Ways to be “Smart”
Linguistic 
 3KILL WITH WORDS USING LANGUAGE EXPRESSING WITH WORDS WRITTEN OR SPOKEN AND UNDERSTANDING WHAT IS SAID OR 
WRITTEN 2ELATED SKILLS STORYTELLING MEMORIZING WRITING DISCUSSING DEBATING JOURNALING ORATION AND READING
Logical-Mathematical
 3KILL WITH NUMBERS PUZZLES EXPERIMENTS LOGICAL REASONING 2ELATED SKILLS UNDERSTANDING PRINCIPLES AND SYSTEMS 
PROBLEM SOLVING LOGIC GAMES AND BRAINTEASERS LOGICAL PATTERNS MANIPULATING NUMBERS AND QUANTITIES
Spatial 
 4HE ABILITY TO CREATE OR THINK IN IMAGES REPRESENTING THE SPATIAL WORLD INTERNALLY MENTALLY	 MANIPULATING OBJECTS 
UNDERSTANDING SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 2ELATED SKILLS THINKING VISUALLY REMEMBERING VISUAL DETAILS ENJOYING movies 
OR VIDEO GAMES BUILDING DRAWING SCULPTING DOING CRAFTS ACTIVITIES DESIGNING ARCHITECTURE OR PLAYING CHESS
Bodily-Kinesthetic 
 4HE INTELLIGENCE OF PHYSICAL SKILL AWARENESS OF THE BODY IN SPACE CAPACITY TO USE THE WHOLE BODY OR PARTS OF THE 
BODY TO SOLVE A PROBLEM MAKE SOMETHING OR PERFORM 2ELATED SKILLS DANCE ATHLETICS ROLE PLAYING GETTING hGUT 
FEELINGSv ABOUT THINGS ACTING SPORTS PHYSICAL GAMES BUILDING MOVEMENT TACTILE OR HANDSON LEARNING
Musical 
 4HE INTELLIGENCE OF MELODY TONE AND RHYTHM HEARING RECOGNIZING REMEMBERING OR MANIPULATING PATTERNS OF 
SOUND A FEEL FOR RHYTHM 2ELATED SKILLS INCLUDE SINGING COMPOSING PLAYING AN INSTRUMENT #AN BENEFIT FROM 
ACTIVITIES INVOLVING MUSIC SUCH AS LISTENING SINGING ALONG OR PLAYING
Interpersonal
 4HE ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE SENSITIVITY TO OTHERS NEEDS -AY MANIFEST IN STRONG SOCIAL SKILLS THE ABILITY 
TO COOPERATE AND WORK WITH OTHERS EMPATHY FOR AND ENJOYMENT OF OTHERS AND THE PRESENCE OF MANY FRIENDS 
2ELATED SKILLS LEADERSHIP VOLUNTEERING MENTORSHIP TEACHING COUNSELING LISTENING SALES MEDIATION OR POLITICS
Intrapersonal 
 4HE ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND THE SELF SELFAWARENESS A GOOD SENSE OF PERSONAL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES -AY SHOW 
UP AS A DESIRE TO BE ALONE MAKE CHOICES WORK INDEPENDENTLY AND SELFPACE 2ELATED SKILLS INCLUDE THE ABILITY TO 
ANTICIPATE PERSONAL NEEDS AND POSSIBLE REACTIONS PURSUE GOALS INDEPENDENTLY REFLECT ON AND LEARN FROM EXPERIENCE
Naturalistic 
 4HE ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE AMONG THINGS IDENTIFY PATTERNS IN THE NATURAL WORLD SKILL AT CLASSIFYING AND ORGANIZING 
)NCLUDES THE TENDENCY TO BE COMFORTABLE OUT OF DOORS TOUCHING AND EXPLORING BE ATTRACTED TO THINGS RELATED TO 
NATURE AS WELL AS THE ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE AND CATEGORIZE THINGS LIKE PLANTS ROCKS ANIMALS AND OTHER ELEMENTS OF 
NATURE ALSO INCLUDES THE ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE CULTURAL ARTIFACTS LIKE CARS OR CLOTHING	
Spiritual or Existential 
 !WARENESS OF hOTHERNESSv WONDER AWE WISDOM PROvERBS SAGES	 PERSPECTIVE 
ABILITY TO LISTEN COMFORT WITH CHAOS DICHOTOMY PARADOX COUNTER TO CONVEN
TIONAL WISDOM	 COMMITMENT DEDICATION FAITH ;&ROM  HTTPWWWUIUCEDU
RO)#&30APERS3PIRITUAL?)NTELPDF. Moral Intelligence also proposed.]
INFORMATION ON -ULTIPLE )NTELLIGENCES -ODALITIES AND 0ERSONALITY 4YPES WAS TAKEN 
from #REATING %MOTIONALLY 3AFE 3CHOOLS BY *ANE "LUESTEIN 0H$ $EERFIELD "EACH 
&, (EALTH #OMMUNICATIONS )NC 	
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7ORKING WITH 3ENSORY 
AND -ODALITY 3TRENGTHS
Verbal Ability
3TRONG 6ERBAL
s   #AN COMMUNICATE EVEN UNDER STRESS
s   ,IKE TO TALK ABOUT WHAT THEYRE LEARNING
s   -AY BE OVERREACTIVE TO NOISE TOUCH VISUAL INPUT 
DIFFICULTY PAYING ATTENTION	
6ERBAL#OMMUNICATIONS ,IMITED
s   May need more time to think, respond 
s   -AY BE ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE UNDERSTANDING  
IN OTHER WAYS
s   -AY DO BETTER IN CONVERSATION THAN IN FRONT OF 
the class or “on the spot”
Visual Ability
Strong Visual
s   #AN TAKE IN AND UNDERSTAND VISUAL INPUT  
even under stress
s   -AY NOTICE VISUAL DIMENSIONS OF AN EXPERIENCE 
EX SCENERY LIGHTING COLOR TEXTURE	
s   2ECEIVE INFO BY LOOKING WATCHING READING  
OR BEING SHOWN
s  Need eye contact, need to see speaker
s  $O WELL WITH MAPS CHARTS DIAGRAMS
Visually Limited
s   #AN OVERLOAD IN A hBUSYv ENVIRONMENT
s   -AY LOOK AWAY FROM TEACHER OR CLOSE EYES TO CON-
centrate 
s   +EEP MAPS CHARTS AND DIAGRAMS SIMPLE
s   0ROVIDE VERBAL DIRECTIONS
 
Auditory Ability
Strong Auditory
s   #AN TAKE IN AND UNDERSTAND AUDITORY INPUT EVEN 
under stress
s   -AY NOTICE AUDITORY DIMENSIONS OF AN EXPERIENCE 
EX DIALOGUE SOUNDS	
s   2ECEIVE INFO BY LISTENING OR BEING TOLD
s   -AY PROCESS WITH SELFTALK INNER VOICE
s   -AY NEED TO LOOK AWAY SHUT OUT VISUAL DISTRAC-
TIONS	 OR NOT LOOK AT SPEAKER
Auditory Limited
s   -AY TUNE OUT SPEAKER AFTER A WHILE
s   May close eyes to concentrate, turn dominant ear 
TOWARD SPEAKER  
s   0UT DIRECTIONS IN WRITING MAKE VISUAL info avail, 
ALLOW TO CREATE MENTAL IMAGE
Kinesthetic Ability
Strong Kinesthetic
s   7OULD RATHER TOUCH THAN LOOK
s   -AY NOTICE KINESTHETIC DIMENSIONS OF AN EXPERI-
ENCE EX ACTION SCENES	
s   2ECEIVE INFO BY TOUCH MOVEMENT
s   /FTEN DESCRIBED AS HYPERACTIVE CAN BECOME AGI-
TATED RESTLESS WHEN MOVEMENT IS RESTRICTED	
s   -AY HAVE DIFFICULTY WITH VISUAL OR AUDITORY INPUT 
if kinesthetic needs are not met  
ESPECIALLY IF MOVEMENT IS RESTRICTED FOR A LONG 
TIME	
s   0ROVIDE KINESTHETIC OUTLETS EX PLAYING WITH STRING 
CLAY BEANBAG CHEWING GUM STRETCHING MOVING 
BOUNCING	 THROUGHOUT THE DAY OR DURING hQUIETv 
NONKINESTHETIC LISTENING	 ACTIVITIES 
Kinesthetically Limited
s   &EWER KINESTHETIC DEMANDS IN TRADITIONAL CLASS-
ROOM SO WILL PROBABLY DO /+
s  -AY HAVE PROBLEMS IN CLASSES THAT REQUIRE MOVE-
ment
s   7ORK FROM THEIR STRENGTHS
Keeping Modality Channels Open
s  -INIMIZE STRESS IN ENVIRONMENT WEAKER 
CHANNELS SHUT DOWN UNDER THREAT	
s  $O INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES TO hWAKE UPv VARI-
ous parts of the brain
s  !CCOMMODATE MORE THAN ONE MODALITY 
WHENEVER POSSIBLE EX SAYING AND WRITING 
DIRECTIONS	
s  4EACH KIDS TO SELFREGULATE WITHOUT DISTURB-
ING ANYONE ELSE	
s  0ROVIDE OUTLETS VARIOUS WAYS OF PAYING ATTEN-
TION OPTIONS YOU CAN LIVE WITH OPTIONS THAT 
WILL NOT DISTURB OTHER LEARNERS	
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#ONDITIONS WITH !$($ hLOOKALIKEv SYMPTOMS
s (IGHLY +INESTHETIC ANDOR 4ACTILE ,EARNERS
s 3TRONG IN BODILYKINESTHETIC SPATIAL MUSICAL INTELLIGENCES
s !UDITORY $OMINANT 
s #OMMUNICATIONS,IMITED NEEDS TIME TO PROCESS RETRIEVE AND ARTICULATE INFORMATION	
s 3ENSORY )NTEGRATION $YSFUNCTION
s $EPRESSION
s "IPOLAR $ISORDER
s !SPERGERS 3YNDROME
s !BSENCE SEIZURES 0ETIT -AL %PILEPSY	
 s #HRONIC MIDDLE EAR INFECTION 3INUSITIS 
s 6ISUAL OR HEARING PROBLEMS 
s 3LEEP DISORDERS
s ,ACK OF NATURAL LIGHT SENSITIVITY TO FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
s 3COTOPIC 3ENSITIVITY 3YNDROME
s 3EASONAL !FFECTIVE $ISORDER 3!$	
s 4OOWARM TEMPERATURES 
 s 4HYROID PROBLEMS
 s 0OOR DIET FOOD ALLERGIES SENSITIVITY TO FOOD ADDITIVES 
s #HEMICAL ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITIES
s (IGH EXTROVERT PROCESSES THROUGH SOCIAL INTERACTION TALKING WRITING
 s %MOTIONAL PROBLEMS
s 0OST4RAUMATIC 3TRESS $ISORDER TRAUMA OR ABUSE SURVIVOR OR WITNESS	
s ,ACK OF CLEAR GUIDELINES OR INSTRUCTIONS
s )NADEQUATE FEEDBACK
s )NADEQUATE INSTRUCTIONAL STIMULATION 
LACK OF NOVELTY RELEVANCE CHOICES OR AUTONOMY	
s &ETAL !LCOHOL 3YNDROME%FFECT
s !BSENCE OR PETIT MAL SEIZURES
s /BSESSIVECOMPULSIVE DISORDER /#$	
s #HILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
s 2EACTIVE !TTACHMENT $ISORDER
s /PPOSITIONAL$EFIANT $ISORDERS #ONDUCT $ISORDERS 
s 4EMPERAMENTRELATED PATTERNS 
OVERSENSITIVITY TO SOUNDS OR SIGHTS DIFFICULTY SEQUENCING MOVEMENTS OR PROCESSING VISUAL 
OR AUDITORY INPUT OR A TENDENCY TO BE DISTRACTED BY DETAILS	
s 5SE OF STIMULANTS
s $ELIBERATE MISBEHAVIOR "ETTER TO BE hBADv THAN hDUMBv
4HESE CONDITIONS ARE OFTEN MISDIAGNOSED AND TREATED AS !TTENTION $EFICIT (YPERACTIVITY $ISORDER 4HIS INFORMATION 
comes from a variety of sources as reported in #REATING %MOTIONALLY 3AFE 3CHOOLS BY *ANE "LUESTEIN 0H$ $EERFIELD 
"EACH &, (EALTH #OMMUNICATIONS )NC 	 WITH ADDITIONS TO THIS LIST AS SUGGESTED BY READERS AND WORKSHOP PAR-
TICIPANTS -ANY WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS AND EMAIL CORRESPONDENTS HAVE ADDED TO THIS LIST #HECK 7EB SITE UNDER (AND-
OUTS FOR %DUCATORS FOR AN UPTODATE LISTING	
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4HE 'UARDIAN 3* h'OLDv	 
s  0LANNERS AND ORGANIZERS 
s  6ALUE CORRECTNESS PROMPTNESS LOYALTY  
STABILITY WORK BEFORE PLEASURE AND THE ABILITY 
TO FOLLOW RULES AND PROCEDURES 
s  2ESPONSIBLE PRODUCTIVE CONCRETE THINKERS 
LIKE FOLLOWING THE CHAIN OF COMMAND 
s   OF THE GENERAL POPULATION ABOUT EQUAL 
numbers of males and females. 
s   OF (3	 TEACHERS AND  OF STUDENTS 
LARGE NUMBERS OF ADMINISTRATORS 
s  $IFFER ALONG THE )NTROVERT%XTROVERT AND 
4HINKING&EELING SCALES 
s  5PSET WHEN OTHERS QUESTION AUTHORITY OR 
DONT FOLLOW RULES ACT DISRESPECTFULLY COME 
LATE OR UNPREPARED OR DONT TAKE THINGS  
SERIOUSLY !LSO STRESSED BY DISORGANIZATION 
inefficiency and unreliability.
4HE !RTISAN 30 h/RANGEv	
s  &REEDOMORIENTED 
s  .EED SPONTANEITY hACTIVE DOINGv FLEXIBILITY 
AND UNSTRUCTURED SETTINGS 
s  0LAYFUL AND NEED FOR WORK TO BE FUN 
s  $IFFER ALONG THE )NTROVERT%XTROVERT AND 
4HINKING&EELING SCALES 
s   OF THE POPULATION EQUAL MALES FEMALES
s   (3 TEACHERS USUALLY IN HANDSON ELECTIVE 
COURSES  OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
s  2ESENT LIMITATIONS ON THEIR FREEDOM OR THEIR 
RANDOM CONCRETE APPROACH TO LEARNING 
s  #AN DO HIGH QUALITY WORK CAPABLE OF TRE-
MENDOUS CONCENTRATION FOR THINGS THEY LIKE 
s  3TRESSED BY BOREDOM PREDICTABILITY RIGIDITY 
INFLEXIBILITY HAVING TO FOLLOW A PLAN PEOPLE 
WITHOUT A SENSE OF HUMOR RULES IN GENERAL 
s  (IGHEST RISK FOR DROPPING OUT GIVEN THE 
structure of a school and all those SJ teach-
ERS	
4HE )DEALIST .& h"LUEv	 
s  %MPATHETIC FEELERS AND CAREGIVERS
s  #AN SEE POTENTIAL AND ENCOURAGE GROWTH IN 
others. 
s  $IFFER ALONG THE )NTROVERT%XTROVERT SCALE 
*UDGING0ERCEIVING SCALE STRUCTURED ORGA-
NIZED FORMAL FINISHORIENTED VS FLEXIBLE 
CURIOUS NONCONFORMING PROCESSORIENTED	 
s  6ALUE ACCEPTANCE HARMONY POSITIVE FEELINGS 
RECOGNITION AUTHENTICITY AND INTEGRITY
s  !BSTRACT THINKERS GOOD AT CREATIVE PROBLEM 
SOLVING IN RELATIONSHIPS AND ASSOCIATIONS 
CHARACTERIZED BY AESTHETIC EXPERIENCES AND 
REFLECTIVE AWARENESS 
s  5PSET BY INSENSITIVITY AND NARROWMINDED 
JUDGMENTAL BEHAVIOR DETAILS PROCEDURES 
REGULATIONS AND RED TAPE
s  3TRESSED IF YELLED AT OR TREATED IMPERSONALLY 
s   OF POPULATION MORE FEMALES
s   OF (3 TEACHERS  OF STUDENTS
4HE 4HINKER2ATIONAL .4 h'REENv	
s  !NALYTICAL NEED TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND 
s  6ALUE KNOWLEDGE AND COMPETENCE FAIRNESS 
AND UNDERSTANDING STRATEGIES AND PROGRESS 
s  2ELATE INTELLECTUALLY PREFERRING LOGIC AND 
THINKING TO FEELING 
s  %NJOY A GOOD DEBATE AND CAN USUALLY EXPLAIN 
THINGS WELL 
s  $IFFER ALONG THE )NTROVERT%XTROVERT SCALE 
*UDGING0ERCEIVING SCALE
s  -OST BOTHERED BY INCOMPETENCE ESPECIALLY 
BY PEOPLE IN AUTHORITY	 MEETINGS THAT HAVE 
no purpose, arbitrary rules, emotional out-
BURSTS OR ANYTHING THAT SEEMS ILLOGICAL 
s  3TRESSED IF YOU QUESTION THEIR KNOWLEDGE 
MAKE FUN OF THEIR ABILITY OR ARGUE ILLOGICALLY 
s   OF POPULATION MORE MALES
s   OF (3 TEACHERS AND  OF STUDENTS
0ERSONALITY 4YPES 
-YERS"RIGGS 0ERSONALITY )NVENTORY
/VERVIEW OF $AVID +IERSEYS FOUR TEMPERAMENT GROUPS BASED ON THE  -YERS"RIGGS CATEGORIES WHICH IS ONLY ONE OF OVER 
 hQUADRANT MODELSv	 .OTE THAT PEOPLE IN EACH GROUP SHARE CERTAIN SIMILARITIES IN THEIR REALITY AND THEIR APPROACH TO THE 
WORLD AND THAT THE PEOPLE IN ONE GROUP OPERATE FROM A DIFFERENT REALITY THAN PEOPLE IN THE OTHER GROUPS /UR ABILITY TO NOT 
ONLY RECOGNIZE THAT THESE DIFFERENCES EXIST BUT ALSO TO APPRECIATE THEM AND MORE IMPORTANTLY PERHAPS TO PROVIDE OUTLETS FOR 
THEIR EXPRESSION IN A SCHOOL SETTING CAN GREATLY IMPROVE AN INDIVIDUALS POTENTIAL FOR LEARNING AND SUCCESS 3EE !PPENDIX ' 
ON PAGE  FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
From #REATING %MOTIONALLY 3AFE 3CHOOLS *ANE "LUESTEIN 0H$ $EERFIELD "EACH &, (EALTH #OMMUNICATIONS )NC 	
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Environmental
 Sound
  ,IGHT
 Temperature
  $ESIGN3EATING3TRUCTURE
 
Sociological
  7ORKING ALONE
  7ORKING WITH A PARTNER ONE PEER	
  7ORKING WITH TWO OR MORE PEERS
  7ORKING WITH YOUNGER	 STUDENTS IN OTHER  
classes?
  7ORKING WITH ADULTS
0HYSICAL
  0ERCEPTUAL-ODALITY
  Auditory
    6ISUAL
  Tactile
    +INESTHETIC
 Intake
 Time
 Mobility
Learning Styles
#HILDREN COME WITH A VARIETY OF LEARNING STYLES AND PREFERENCES WHICH AFFECT HOW THEY LISTEN 
LEARN AND WORK (OW DO YOU OR COULD YOU	 ACCOMMODATE A VARIETY OF LEARNING DIFFERENCES IN 
each of the following areas?
4HESE TOPICS WERE INSPIRED BY QUESTIONS IN THE ,EARN-
ing Styles Inventory in 4HE %DUCATORS 3ELF4EACHING 
'UIDE TO )NDIVIDUALIZED )NSTRUCTIONAL 0ROGRAMS BY 2ITA 
$UNN  +ENNETH $UNN 0ARKER 0UBLISHING #O )NC 
%NGLEWOOD #LIFFS .* 	 REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION 
in "EING A 3UCCESSFUL 4EACHER BY *ANE "LUESTEIN 0H$ 
&EARON 4EACHER !IDS &RANK 3CHAFFER 0UBLICATIONS 
)NC 	
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Increasing Success for ALL Students
#HANGE OR MAINTAIN THE LEVEL OF ALERTNESS AND ATTENTIVENESS BY
#HANGING THE VISUAL FIELD
 
  s -OVING AND RELATING TO STUDENTS FROM A DIFFERENT PART    
 of the room
  s (AVING THEM CHANGE SEATS OR HAVING THEM MOVE TO A 
  different part of the room
  s !CCOMMODATING LIGHTING NEEDS AND PREFERENCES BRIGHT AND DIM LIGHT 
    SPACES AVAILABLE IN THE ROOM	
  s 0ROVIDING FULLSPECTRUM LIGHTING WHEN POSSIBLE
  s 0ROVIDING COLORED ACETATE GLASSES WITH TINTED LENSES FOR KIDS TO READ    
  THROUGH TO REDUCE GLARE OR STARK CONTRAST OF BLACK INK ON WHITE PAPER  
Changing the auditory field
  s ,ISTENING TO MUSIC VARYING TYPES OF MUSIC AVAILABLE APPROPRIATE LYRICS  
  AND SOUND LEVELS FOR hPUBLICv MUSIC	
  s 2ESPECTING AND ACCOMMODATING THE NEED FOR QUIET        
HEADPHONES EARPLUGS	
 s 0ROVIDING SILENCE SOUND BLOCK WHITE NOISE
 s  6ARYING AUDITORY INPUT TO GAIN ATTENTION CHIMES BELLS    
  TONE OF VOICE	
 s  -OVING TO AND SPEAKING FROM	 A DIFFERENT PART OF ROOM
Touch
  s -EETING THE NEEDS OF A TACTILE ANCHOR WATCH FOR LATEX ALLERGIES	
    s "EANBAG GEL BALL STRESS BALL STRING CLAY
    s 0IPE CLEANERS CLOTHESPIN PAPER CLIPS
    s 6ELCRO GLUED TO UNDERSIDE OF DESK OR SEAT
    s 6ARIETY OF DIFFERENTSIZED PENS PENCILS AND 
      MARKERS FATTER THINNER	
  s 0ROVIDING WEIGHT ON THE STUDENTS BOD 
    s 7EIGHTED VEST OR BLANKET SACK OF BEANS ON LAP
    s 2ICEFILLED SOCK ON LAP OR AROUND NECK
96
    s !FGHAN OR COMFORTER UNWEIGHTED	
  s 0ROVIDING !LTERNATE 3EATING
    s 3EAT WITH ARMS BEANBAG CHAIR
    s #USHION hEGG CARTONv FOAM
    s !IRFILLED hFIDGETv CUSHION
  s #HAIR WITH ARMS CHAIR ATTACHED TO DESK
 
-OVEMENT
s 3TRETCHING ROCKING LEAVING SEAT 
s 4ALKING CHANGING AFFILIATION
s #HAIRS SEATING OR CUSHIONS
  s 2OCKING CHAIR CHAIR WITH WHEELS
  s !IRFILLED hFIDGETv CUSHION
  s  %XERCISE BALL WITH OR WITHOUT hFEETv	 USED AS A CHAIR
  s  3TOOL CUSHIONS SPACE TO WORK ON THE FLOOR 
s  3PACE TO WORK STANDING UP OR KNEELING ON CHAIR
s  4ENNIS BALLS ON FEET OF CHAIRS PREVENT SCRAPING MAY   
   REDUCE THE LIKELIHOOD OF SLIPPING IF CHAIR IS TILTED
   DEPENDING ON SURFACE	
s  4ACTILE ANCHOR OR ACTIVITY
s 4AKING NOTES WRITING 
s $RAWING DOODLING 
s 0LAYING WITH STRING BEAN BAG OR OTHER 
FIDGET TOY KNITTING ETC
s 4APPING  ON LEG SPONGE MOUSE PAD  
 OR WITH PENCIL THAT HAS FELT TAPED TO THE 
TOP TO CUSHION THE SOUND OR WITH PIPE 
CLEANERS	
s 2UBBER BAND EXERCISE BAND OR BUNGEE 
CORD AROUND LEGS OF CHAIR RESISTANCE	
s 3TYROFOAM hPOOL NOODLESv CUT TO ABOUT  FEET IN LENGTH FOR STUDENTS 
to roll under their feet. 
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
-ANY OF THESE SUGGESTIONS HAVE COME FROM VARIOUS OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS PHYSICAL THERAPISTS KINESIOLOGISTS AND SPECIAL 
EDUCATION TEACHERS AMONG OTHERS FOCUSING ON THE NEEDS OF NONTRADITIONAL LEARNERS AS WELL AS CONTRIBUTIONS FROM 
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS AND WEB SITE VISITORS 7ITH PARTICULAR THANKS TO -ARY 3UE 7ILLIAMS AND 3HERRY 3HELLENBERGER 
AND THEIR BOOK (OW $OES 9OUR %NGINE 2UN !LBUQUERQUE .- 4HERAPYWORKS 	 for their organization of 
THESE SUGGESTIONS INTO THE FIVE CATEGORIES LISTED ABOVE 3EE PAGES  FOR RESOURCES AND INFORMATION
HTTPWWWJANEBLUESTEINCOM  ¥  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0UTTING 3OMETHING IN 9OUR -OUTH
s #HEWING
s 'UM 4EACH THEM HOW #ONDITIONAL ON 
DEFINED BEHAVIOR AND DISPOSAL	
s 3TRAWS OTHER ORALMOTOR STIMULATORS
s 2UBBER SURGICAL TUBING
s 3UCKING THICK LIQUID THROUGH STRAW
s (YDRATING DRINKING WATER	
s &OOD 
s #RUNCHYCARROTS CELERY PRETZELS
s #HEWY
s )NTENSEPEPPERMINT OR LEMON DROPS MAY IMPROVE PERFORMANCE ON 
TESTS OR ACTIVITIES FOR SOME KIDS WATCH FOR FOOD ALLERGIES	
-AKING THESE 2ESOURCES AND 3TRATEGIES 7ORK
s Choose options you CAN LIVE WITH AND THOSE YOUR STUDENTS CAN HANDLE 
s )NTRODUCE NEW OPTIONS ONE OR TWO AT A TIME 
s 2EMEMBER THAT DIFFERENT CLASSES AND DIFFERENT INDIVIDUALS MAY DO BETTER 
WITH DIFFERENT OPTIONS 
s "E CAUTIOUS ABOUT POSSIBLE SENSITIVIES OR ALLERGIES TO CERTAIN FOOD OR 
PRODUCTS LATEX FOR EXAMPLE	
s ,ET PARENTS AND ADMINISTRATION KNOW WHAT YOURE DOING AND WHY 4HERE 
IS PLENTY OF RESEARCH TO BACK UP THESE STRATEGIES !LSO COLLECTING DATA TO 
SHOW IMPROVED BEHAVIOR OR PERFORMANCE AND HAVING MORE KIDS ON TASK 
WILL WORK ON YOUR BEHALF
s ,OOK FOR RESULTS )N MANY CASES ACCOMMODATING STUDENTS LEARNING 
PREFERENCE WILL IMPROVE THEIR PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR )F THE QUALITY OF 
WORK OR BEHAVIOR DECLINES REMEMBER THE PHRASE h4HIS ISNT WORKINGv 
7ITHDRAW THE STIMULUS FOR THE TIME BEING AND LOOK FOR SOMETHING ELSE 
OR TRY AGAIN AT ANOTHER TIME	 4HIS TENDS TO WORK BEST WHEN WE CAN 
CONTINUE TO MAKE ACCESS TO THESE PRIVILEGES CONTINGENT ON COOPERATIVE 
non-disruptive participation by the students. 
s 3TAY POSITIVE AND FLEXIBLE We are all different in the way we learn best.
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